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Lately, "Open Science " has been discussed in the university context. 

Open Science became possible through digitalisation and the increas

ing Internet bandwidth that users have at their disposal From the cur

rent point of view, it is a natural development that is starting to have a 

drastic impact on our environment. 

But what does Open Science include? Fiist of all, it means the possibil

ity to disseminate or share knowledge and information in a new digital 

way. 'Open'in this sense refers to easy availability. But it does not nec

essarily mean that all information will be shared without any restric

tions. The discussion around Open Science also includes altmetrics to 

measure the broader societal and economic impacts of science, incen

tives and i-eward systems for i-eseai-cheis, business models, data man

agement, and governance. Open science is fiist of all fair It is the tech

nology behind the philosophy: knowledge is power and power should be 

shared. 

One side ofthe equation highlights the new opportunities: research 

i-esults can be made available to othei's online. Worldwide there are 

many academics who do not have the same level of access to scientific 

knowledge that we have here. And that is also true for private individu

als and industry. Hence Open Science might in the end provide a better 

connection to our taiget groups and be more responsive to societal chal

lenges. Digital file foi-mats such as pdf and e-publication are rather 

cheap. Online search and online print-on-demand services allow 

exchange and sharing and even lead to new forms of debating. iVe can 

already observe the effect of this, with some jownals executing the 

review process through open online communication. Can there be any 

better way to engage scientists in a tran.<iparent debate? 

And at least one striking aigument: universities are in most cases pub

licly funded, which means that in return the public should have the light 

to benefit from findings directly. In the end it is all about making an 

impact on science, society and the economy. 

The other side of the equation is also clear: it threatens the business 

model of traditional publishers. It might diminish the impact ofpublica

tions that rely on the aesthetics and haptics of physical artefacts. And 

there is a concern that freely available laiowledge will be used without 

respecting authors 'rights. In order to prevent such unwanted use, licens

es have been developed to clearly communicate under which conditions 

contents can be shared: the "Creative Commons ". 

The context of the architectural discipline 
Our discipline lies between the areas of art, design, engineering and the 

humanities. Thus, our products are miiUifold: thei-e ai-e designed arte

facts, artworlis, public presentations, policy papers, books, monographs. 

professional publications but also classical joiiinal papers. This is pret

ty unique arid our impact cannot be easily measured by the citation 

indexes only. However, we are forced to demonsti-ate our impact in a 

measurable way for two reasons. Fiist, our globalised environment is 

becoming more and more competitive. We are competing not only at a 

national level but we work on the international stage as well Students 

come from all over the globe and our peifoiinance is observed with much 

interest. Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, a measurable impact 

is the only way to improve our work and part of this is the improvement 

of our dissemination strateg)'. 

Our aim is to improve the built environment and built quality' and we 

wish to achieve recognition in this field. Our means are equally science-

based and design-based. And let us be clear about it: in terms of dem

onstrating our impact, in the past we have underpeiformed in compari

son with other academic disciplines. 

Why is a new approach needed? 
Owing to the global financial crisis and the resulting slump in the hous

ing sector, over 50% of jobs have been lost in the architectural services 

sector in the Netherlands, compared with before the crisis. Currently the 

situation is slowly improving. In Germany we had a similar situation 

between 2000-2002. What we bitterly observed was that the value of 

architectural services was massively questioned - especially the design 

related early phases. This raises the obvious question: what is the value 

of good design? 

Now that the digital world has airived on the doorstep of our discipline, 

it will surely infiuence this debate. In the same way that we step into an 

Uber taxi, compromising the classical taxi business, clients are looking 

at optimising the cost-benefit ratio of our work for them. 

Naturally, we are focusing on teaching architectural skills to our stu

dents. We have mentioned before that we worked in a hybrid discipline 

that requires a broad education and the curricula are packet with cours

es that we believe are useful. But are we not losing sight ofthe big pic

ture? For which fiitui-e professional sector are we pi-eparing them? We 

need to focus on a number of questions: how will architects work in 

future and what will constitute architectural services? How will that 

affect our academic work? How can we demonstrate the impact that we 

have to ultimately strengthen our position? 

Strategies to measure impact 

The question is now what Opens Science can mean for our profession. 

First let us take a look at the sti-ategies we have at hand today to meas

ure our impact. It is rather easy to do it when and what we cite with sci

entific Journal paper publications, assuming that the author is the same 
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as the researcher It more difficuh with build artefacts or monographs. 

Appreciation by public peers and critiques is measurable. For 

example, what does the review say? How large are the sales and down

load numbers? Can the work be found on the bookshelves of stakehold

ers and architect's offices? 

Societal impact can be measured by impi-ovements to the built enviivn-

ment and living conditions or by influence on policy making. We under

stand that proving this is a difficult task. Other criteria that are a little 

easier to measure are public presentations, exhibitions or even the num

ber of students educated. 

In a not-so-distant future, in a world of smart metering we may even 

assess the energy costs of the objects we have designed, or possibly 

changes in the real estate value of buildings designed by us, or user sat

isfaction. 

Economic impact can be demonstrated by the number of fobs created 

and start-up businesses, and turnover as a result of the work. It is inter

esting to observe that the awarding of many research grants is closely 

tied to the expected economic impact of a project. Here we need to come 

up with a plan for measurable results. 

What becomes clear is that a mix of different approaches is required to 

measure the impact of our discipline and we have not really started to 

explore any of those yet. 

The potential of Open Science 

The potential of Open Science for our discipline is obvious. Ultimately 

we wish to be read, measured, evaluated and recognised by others. Here 

Open Data and Open Access publishing are some of the opportunities. 

Scientific content is made available for eveiyone to read and use for free. 

The rights stay with the authors and only the conditions under which 

data and publications can be used are regulated by means of Creative 

Commons licences. That is socially responsible and also potentially 

increases impact. But of course it is a turning around of traditional 

research practice and publishers' business model In publishing we may 

see vaiious models but the essence is that we will move to paying to be 

published, and no longer paying for using content. 

But there are also some other potential advantages of Open Science. 

WorldCat (https://www. worldcat.org/), for example, is a worldwide cat

alogue oflibraiy resources. A good way to measure the impact of archi

tectural publications would be to analyse which libraries contain cer

tain books and information. 

A growing universe of Internet of Things .sensors can measure and eval

uate certain aspects of the designs we build as long as the data that is 

produced in this process is free and open. 

Open Science and Open Design? 

Above we talked about the means of our discipline: Science and Design. 

Can we also extend the discussion around Open Science towards Open 

Design? 

Here is one interesting example: BIA4 (Building Information Modelling) 

might not be a completely new approach but what is new is the extent to 

which we will apply it in future. In England all public buildings must be 

executed using BIM. What exactly that includes is being debated light 

now. But we are heading towards an integral planning process using 

digital 3D models. This means that all planners will include their infor

mation in one single file or database and this raises a new question: who 

is the owner ofthe file? And how can d be ensured that knowledge is not 

disclosed to unwanted parties: design decisions, detailed solutions but 

also technical details about the building systems used. The problematic 

is two-fold. We are afraid to compromise our aivhitectural services if 

buildings are replicated here or even in China. And on the other hand, 

one might still be liable for a replicated technical solution that is not 

fault free or that does not make sense anymore when taken out of its con

text. We need to solve this issue. 

The music industry has fought long battles to protect the rights of musi

cians and their business models. This has led to completely new ideas 

for selling music. We download, or stream via online servers. Still some 

of us like to buy CDs and LPs for their intrinsic value. So can't we 

assume that we will solve the IP and liability! issue for our discipline in 

the future? We are used to be paid on a project to project basis. That is 

not likely to change but questions might be allowed: which part of our 

work is unique and requires our immediate services? Which part is 

repedtive and represents a different t}'pe of value for clients? Are there 

any new types of architectural services that we can imagine as a result 

of an open digital world? 

Examples of open digital design business 

The following examples can be viewed as an inspiration for new dissem

ination ideas: 

• WikiHoLise (https://wiki-hoiise.cc/) has been around for a number of 

years already. It is a creative international platform for eveiyone to 

engage in the development of an open source building package. 

Designers and ordinaiy clients can download Creative Commonsli-

censed building plans and customise them using SketchUp. Own 

designs can be produced locally by creating jigsaw puzzle-like pieces 

out of plywood with a CNC router, requiring a fagade and interior fin

ish later on. 

• The start-up company TheNewMakers (www.thenewmakers.nl/) 

develops digitally-designed and CNC-manufactui'edfurniture systems 

bid also mass customised living units. This allows the company to 

offer a number of stepped service packages: design, design and built, 

or just sales of predesigned digital production packages. 

• Most of us know the professional magazine DETAIL. Its success is 

based on showing how prominent designs are translated into detailed 

solutions. Architects are happy to be published here and share their 

infoi-mation. Again, it is about making an impact and being recog

nised by others. Interestingly there is no fear that colleagues might 

steal these ideas. We can imagine some forms of digital project librar

ies that work with the same incentives: being read and being citedfor 

our work by colleagues. The digital format would even make it pos

sible to measure views and downloads. The block chain as a digital 

ledger might be one of the tools used to keep track of design contri

butions in BIM-based architecture. It would be an interesting 

approach to measuring the impact of design offices. 

Conclusion 

This paper discussed the meaning of Open Science and its consequenc

es for design within the architectural discipline. It showed the need for 

a change and should stimulate reflection on the potential of a changing 

academic enviivnment 

One thing is clear: the trend towards Open Science and Design cannot 

be stopped. Open Access is already changing the traditional publishing 

world and it will continue to have an impact on the value discussion. 

The quesüon about the potential of Open Science and Design can be 

viewedfrom hvo sides: how can it increase the impact that we have? But 

also in reverse: how will d change the way we are working today? 

Our discipline will i-emain diverse in terms of its products and forms of 

dissemination; Open Science and Design offers great opportunities to 

enlarge visibility and impact, not only for .scientific publications bid also 

monographs and designed artefacts. Finally, it opens the door to a much 

needed value discussion and will increase the measurabilit)' of the work 

we do. 

Universities have the duty to explore and exploit these new develop

ments. We can achieve completely new types of architectural services 

propelled by new digital opportunides. 
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